
COMMUNICATING  A I  
DO MEDIA BELIEVE

THE HYPE? 



OVERVIEW
AI could deliver a £232 Billion boost to

the UK economy by 2030 , equivalent

to a 10 .3% rise in GDP according to

PWC , making the application of AI one

of the largest economic opportunities

for the UK .

                                                                                                                                             

Recent successes suggest AI

technologies are beginning to make

demonstrable contributions to society .

For instance , in the fight against the

COVID Pandemic AI technologies

surged as scientists worked to make

sense of the mass of data available . 

Media and public perceptions of AI

vary widely . For many people , stories

about long-promised driverless cars

and persistent speculation around the

threat of AI to jobs and even humanity

reflect the current state of AI . Yet in

the background , AI is driving change

and optimization , largely unseen . 

But is the hype now the reality , and

with many tech brands talking about

AI , how do media feel about the way

they communicate? 

HYPE  OR  HOPE ?

MEDIA
PERCEPTIONS  
Can the tech industry effectively

communicate the reality of AI ’s

impact? Kaizo recently asked our

panel of UK technology journalists

for their thoughts . 

Against the current background it is

no surprise that 100% of our

respondents said they are covering

AI and ML regularly and that 88%

expect to increase their coverage of

AI or ML related stories . Most want

to learn more about how Artificial

Intelligence or Machine learning

will change the sectors they cover .



CURRENT  A I  APPLICATIONS  OF
MOST  INTEREST  

Crime detection and prevention ,

healthcare research , diagnosis and

prevention , and autonomous

vehicles are the strongest themes

all sharing the characteristic of

being relatable to our everyday

lives so appealing to broad

audiences . 

Additional themes of interest

include big data use , both

practically , and ethically such as

in social media . 

Automation of tasks and

recommended actions , such as via

virtual assistants and smart

recommendation apps also

feature .

A I ’S  MOST  CONCERNING  ISSUES  
The lack of regulation coupled

with the widely acknowledged

risks of data bias in AI systems

stand out as key concerns

journalists are tracking . These are

tightly associated with issues

around privacy , facial recognition

in particular , and control of

personal data and the lack of

transparency and explainability of

systems . The risk of AI decisions

lacking compassion and discretion

in individual circumstances was

highlighted . 

The security of AI systems and

their potential for weaponisation

was raised , as was the

environmental impact of the

large-scale data infrastructures . 

The cannibalisation of jobs and

the existential threat posed by AI

were mentioned but by a distinct ,

small minority . Likely a reflection

of our panel ’s experience in tech . 

MOST  INTERESTING  FUTURE  A I

APPLICATIONS  
Looking to future applications ,

healthcare still dominates with

comments that moving beyond

diagnosis and fundamental

research into AI managed

treatment and preventative

medicine are of particular

interest .

AI augmentation , where humans

are assisted in automating their

tasks and decisions by AI at

home and work shows strongly

as a topic ripe for coverage – this

included the automation of

business tasks such as candidate

selection and sales

recommendations . This crosses

over with two other areas , smart

home management including

family care and the related area

of AI risk detection and security -

where interest spanned from in

home applications to finance

and safety more broadly –

including AI-powered robotics

for hazardous tasks .

Of less interest were AI smart

cities , technology shaping public

policy , defence applications , and

data protection – the latter three

being closely related to the

issues which journalists flag as

raising the most concern over AI

technologies . 

THEMES  OF  INTEREST



A I  WASHING  IS  RIFE
Three-quarters of the media we

spoke to see AI washing as

widespread . With organizations

claiming to use AI when in

reality tasks are completed using

other technologies , or even by

people .

JARGON  IS  OFF -PUTTING ,  BUT
TECHNICAL  DETA IL  IS
IMPORTANT

The majority of journalists say AI

pitches are usually too jargon-

laden . However , those with a

strong deep tech beat

completely disagree with this – a

strong argument for crafting

individual pitches founded on

knowing the journalist and their

audience .

Additionally , many said AI

pitches lack technical detail , a

clarion call for clear

explanations . 

VISION  DOESN ’T  CUT  IT ,
VENDORS  NEED  TO
DEMONSTRATE  SUCCESS

A majority said pitches need to

move beyond vendor ’s AI vision

stories and show proof of real-

world application .

Most agree that pitches they

receive that mention AI lack

proof points .

MEDIA WATCH -OUTS !
However , many agreed that very few organizations are communicating

effectively about AI/ML flagging several key challenges for communicators

looking to tell their AI technology stories :



RELEVANCE  
Show why the application of AI

matters to people – at work ,

personally or society as a whole .

·Highlight the human impact of

solving the problem , even for

business applications .

REALITY

Make the technology tangible .

Real-world examples ,

demonstrations , or the gold

standard a customer interview

for a case study will open doors . 

Keep comparisons with other

technologies and performance

claims realistic and justifiable .

If the technology is

experimental , or a prototype , be

prepared to talk about

challenges to be overcome

CLARITY

Avoid Jargon – always describe

what is being achieved by the

system in normal conversational

terms first to secure interest .

Journalists are tired of AI

washing . Be clear whether the

technology you are promoting is

AI , ML , or simply a clever

algorithm .

Explain how the technology

works , and have expert

spokespeople available to talk in

greater detail .

WHAT  TECH  JOURNALISTS  WANT

FROM  AN  A I  STORY?

For further insights and thoughts on how your organisations can effectively

communicate your AI capabilities please contact :

Steph MacLeod : steph .macleod@kaizo .co .uk : +44 203 176 4700

mailto:steph.macleod@kaizo.co.uk

